ESF report
As you received a grant from European Scout Foundation for your projects, we need a report. Because this
report will be aimed at presenting results to our donors, as well as publishing the story on our website, we
ask you to prepare the report according to the structure described. When we have received your report, we
may pose questions or ask for further details, so please be brief, and feel welcome to add more extensive
material, press clippings, pictures etc. as addendum
The report shall include two parts: A: a description – the story, and B: a brief financial report.

A: The story
Project name:

“See scouts, feel scouts, join scouts”

Responsible
organization
and person(s):

Scout group
Scout group “Lola”
Project coordinator
Bojan Dimitrijevic
Email of project coordinator
bokac@lola.org.rs
Phone number of project coordinator
+ 381.65.5.721.217

Introduction to
the project:

“See scouts, feel scouts, join scouts” project is aimed at promotion of scouting in the
rural areas. Scouting in this moment is in most cases “city based” and we want to try
out something new. City children have a lot of possibilities for different types of
activities in numerous NGOs that operate in the urban area. In the rural area things
are much gloomier and the “offer” is quite poor. In most cases only thing that kids can
do is join football clubs or traditional dancing groups. As we have members that
originate from the villages around city of Niš we want to provide them with the
opportunity to tryout scouting, and as we are one of the poorest municipalities in
Serbia, we want to do it for free.

Objectives and
goals:

• Increasing the number of scout members in our unit (enlist 100 new members)
• Promoting scouting in rural area schools (promotion held in 8 schools)
• Bringing the idea of scouting to the larger public (using our Facebook page and
promotion we want to reach at least 1000 children)
• Sparking the “Scout spirit” in the rural areas (in two year period after the project to
have at least one scout group that is started in rural areas that were involved in the
project)

To which extent
did we meet
objectives and
goals:

During the first part of the project we have made promotion in 8 schools. We have
managed to reach out to more than 1000 children and youth in Niš metro and rural
area. From 28.04. to 02.05.2018. the gathering of scouts and guides took place in Scout
Center "Cerje". Group of scouts and guides together with the members of the
headquarters of the camp spent five unforgettable days just outside of the outskirts of
the city. This activity was organized as a part of the project "see scouts, feel scouts, be
scout" which was supported by FOSE Foundation, which enable children, who are not

scouts, to experience how it feels to be scout and how to spend nights in tents. More
than 100 of them spent days that we're filled with activities (playing games and singing)
and the participants were given a chance to learn basic scouting skills, and later in the
evening they would gather around campfire and spend quality time with their friends.
Our youngest members contributed to the overall atmosphere with their presence on
a beautiful Saturday afternoon in "Neanderkamp".
"Neanderkamp" was named by the period when Neanderthal people used to roam the
earth.
The camp was visited by the Mayor and also there was a meeting with their Youth office
president. I hope that besides growing this will help them in making stronger
connections with their local authorizes.
MOUs that scout group has signed with the schools in rural areas and they will start
developing scouts units in their communities are also quite big accomplishment of this
project. It will give us a sustainable factor for a steady growth in rural areas.
What did we
learn from the
project:

That sometimes doing a free activities can bring a lot of “profit”. When we say “profit”
we are talking about new members, media coverage and visits from municipality
representatives. After implementation of this project our scout unit got a bigger
recognition from our local community and bigger support (an issue of a road leading to
the scout center vas finally resolved) and for next year we are promised a larger budget
from the local municipality. Also, this project gave us insight what kind of promotion
approach we need to have towards potential new members and what kind of actives
are suitable as a “first time” scout activities.

B: Financial report in brief
Income:

Own resources:

Other funding:
ESF funding:
Other income:
Expenses;

Administration:
Travel:
Materials spent:

Materials lasting:
Accommodation and
food for participants:

Brief description
Resources were dedicated from Scout
group “Lola” fund. As this was an activity
that was focused on a growth of our
scout group, our Board has decided to
co-fund this project
This funding was provided by donors that
gave “in-kind” donations to us
Funding received from FOSE

Amount in EURO
3000 €

Administration was done by our group
members free of charge
Funds for travel were spent on fuel for
transporting the needed items for
promotion and camp
Materials for the camp and promotion
were purchased. Scout saloon was
constructed and also we got all
necessary item for successful delivery of
the camp (wood, ropes, gadgets, tents, tshirts)

0€

1200 meals were distributed to the
participants during 5 day camp (3 meals
per day)

Trainers and
facilitators
accommodation:
Trainers and
facilitators travel:
Net result:

We will appreciate, if you can forward the material by email - as MS Word or PDF files, and we will
appreciate pictures as JPG to the following address:
Niels Troels-Smith – nts@fose.dk
Bavnebjærgspark 65
DK 3520 Farum
Denmark
+45 24419516

980 €
3635 €

280 €
2835 €

??? €
3000 €
0€
0€

